Abstract. A version of Szegö's theorem in Euclidean space gives the first two terms of the asymptotics as a -» oo of the determinant of convolution operators on L2(aQ), where fi is a bounded subset of R" with smooth boundary. In this paper the more general problem of the asymptotics of traces of certain analytic functions of the operators is considered and the next term in the expansion is obtained.
1. Introduction. In 1960 H. Widom [6] discovered the following analogue of theorems of G. Szegö [2, §5.5] and M. Kac [3] . Consider the operator (1.1) Ta:f^f k(x-y)f(y)dy on L2(aS2), where S2 is a compact subset of R" with C1 boundary and a is a real parameter. With o(t) = Hi)= Í k{z)e-*-*dz, Here nx is the inward pointing unit normal at x cz 3Í2 and dA is surface measure on 3ñ. In [7] Widom found a generalization of this in the case k is matrix valued and L2(aSi) consists of vector valued functions. In this paper the following extension is considered. If F is a function analytic on the spectrum of Ta, then F(7a) is defined and will be trace class if F(0) = 0. It is shown here that in the scalar case there is an expansion trF(TJ = a0a" + axa"-x + a2a"-2 + o(an'2), a -» oo, where a0 and a, are given by (1.2) in the case F is the logarithm and the evaluation of a 2 1S new-in tne matrix case an expression is obtained only when F is a power, i.e., F(X) = Xm for some positive integer m. The coefficients a0 and a, agree with those given in [7] and again the evaluation of a 2 is new. The assumptions and notation will be as follows. Let k cz L,(R") and suppose a = k is also in L^R"). In addition, it is assumed that (1.3) / \x\ \k(x)\dx < oo, jR" where, if k is matrix valued, \k(x)\ denotes the Hilbert-Schmidt norm of k(x). fi will be a compact subset of R" (n > I) whose boundary is a C3 hypersurface. 7*(3fi) will denote the cotangent bundle of 3fi which is identified with the tangent bundle 7(3fi) via the Riemannian metric on 3ñ (R" inner product restricted to tangent spaces). This induces a natural measure d\dA on 7*(3fi), where dA is surface measure on 3OE and d\ is Lebesgue measure on the hyperplane 7JC(3fi). The notation £ = (f, tj) = (I1,.. .,|"-1, tj) will be used for vectors in 7x(3ß) X R, the last coordinate tj being with respect to the unit inward normal to 3fi at x. Superscripts i, j = I,...,n -I on a function will denote differentiation in the tangential direction (i.e., t' = 3t/3£') and grad|(i-) will mean (tx,...,t"~x).
The superscript n will denote differentiation in the normal direction.
Finally, L will denote the second fundamental form for 3S2 with respect to the inward unit normal and H will denote n -I times the mean curvature of 3ß. The main result in the scalar case can now be stated. Theorem 1.1. Let F be analytic on a disc of radius greater than \\k\\x and suppose F(0) = 0. Then under the above assumptions trF(Ta) = a0a" + axa"'x + a2a"-2 + o(a"~2), a -+ oo,
x{L(gradfa(f0,grad|a(f2))-/7.a«aja"(f2)}-4í-7%:^í¿4-7/ere ^43 ¿s i/ie alternating group on the 3 symbols tj, f,, f2> ßM^ expressions like a(f,)
The proof proceeds as follows. The kernel of 7am at a point (x, y) cz aß X afl is
where the integration is taken over R" X • • • X R" and where Xs denotes the characteristic function of the set S. Change variables: let xx = x -xx, x2 = xxx2,...,xm_x =xm_2 -xm_v This gives
Under the above hypotheses this expression is continuous for m > 2 (the case m = I is easily handled; see [3, pp. 506-507] ) so to find tr 7am the trace of the kernel is integrated over the diagonal of a$l x aiï. The result is (1.4)
Xvol(aß C\(aü + xx) n • • • P>(aQ + xx + ■ ■■ + xm_x)) dxx ■■■ dxm_x.
In §2 an expression is obtained for the volume in the integrand and in §3 this is used to derive a formula for tr(7am). The latter and an identity of F. Spitzer (see [1] ) are then used in §4 to prove Theorem 1.1.
If \\k\\x < I then log(l + X) satisfies the hypotheses of Theorem 1.1 and there results an expansion for trlog(l + Ta). It is not immediate that the ax term of this expansion is the same as the a, term appearing in (1.2). In §5 this is shown to be the case. An argument similar to but more complicated than the one in §5 also shows that the expression for a2 in Theorem 1.1 is equivalent, in the case F(X) = log(l + X), to one recently derived by Widom [8] , Acknowledgement.
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2. The volume estimate. In obtaining an expression for the volume in the integrand of (1.4) it is convenient to divide by a" and set e = a'1. Theorem 2.1. Let ii be a compact subset of R" (n > I) whose boundary is a C3 hypersurface. Let vx,.. .,vr cz R" and define il£ = Í2 n (S2 + evx) n • ■ • n(ß + evr).
where nx is the unit inward normal at x cz 3S2, L and H are as in the introduction, and w, is the component ofw tangent to 3fi at x.
Proof. Since 3fl is compact there exists an e0 and an e0-tubular neighborhood N0 of 3fi such that each x cz N0 can be written uniquely as x = x + snx, where x cz 3ß and |s| < e0. If e is small enough then ß \ fie c N0.
Let {CT,\pT} be an atlas of coordinate neighborhoods covering 3ß and pick a finite subco ver. Let Dr = {x e N0: if x = x + snx, then x cz CT}. Define 4>r: DT -» R""1 X R as follows: if x = x + snx cz DT and ^r(x) = ü cz R"-1, then <f>T: x + snx -* ü + sv, where v is the unit vector in R""1 x R normal to R"-1. By the compactness of ß there exist open sets NT c DT such that the Nr are an open cover of N0 and the distance from Nr to the complement of DT is, for all t, greater than some ev If e is chosen such that max |ei;,| < e, then, for all t, x cz NT implies x -ev¡ cz DT. Let Br = NT n 3ß c CT.
Let {pT} be a partition of unity subordinate to the cover UßT of 3ß. Each pT extends to a function pT on NT n ß\ße by defining pT(3c + i«x) = pT(x). It now suffices to prove Again the proof is deferred to later in the section. From (2.4) and Lemma 2.3 it follows that N n ß \ ße can be replaced by N n ß \ 70 in (2.1).
By the change of variables formula,
where by the definitions of <j> and 70
Integrating the o(s) term within the indicated limits yields something which is o(e2). Since p is constant with respect to s, integrating the first term of (2.5) with respect to s yields
which equals the first term on the right side of (2.1).
Integrating the remaining term in (2.5) with respect to 5 yields
By a classical result from surface theory [5, p. 159] this last integral equals e2 r 2
Comparison with (2.1) shows the theorem is proved. Proof. For fixed x cz 3ß and fixed v cz R", the set of w cz R" such that v ■ n x = w ■ nx is a hyperplane and so has measure zero in R". Thus the set of (vx, v2) e R" x R" such that vx • nx = v2 ■ nx has measure zero and it follows that the set of (vx,.. .,vr) e R" x • • • x R" such that max,(0, vt • nx) occurs at more than one of the v¡ has measure zero in R" X • • • X R". Thus the set E = {(x, vx,...,vr) cz dû x R" x ■ ■ ■ x R": max(0, v, ■ nx) occurs at more than one of the v¡} has measure zero in 3ß x R" x • • • X R". By Fubini's theorem, for almost every (vx,... ,vr) cz R" x ■ • ■ x R" the set E,v t fi) = {x cz 3ß: (x, vx,...,vr) cz E} has measure zero in 3ß. Thus for almost every (vv...,vr) the sets Sq = {x cz 3ß: vq ■ nx > max #1(0, v¡ ■ nx)}, q = I,...,r, and S0 = {x cz 3ß: max,(0, v¡ ■ nx) = 0} form a disjoint cover of 3ß except for a set of measure zero. Note that on Sq, q = I,..., r, the error obtained by replacing the integrand maxÍ0,evr nx + jL(v¡¡,v¡¡)\ in Theorem 2.1 by evq ■ nx + e2L(vq, vq¡)/2 is 0(e2) and likewise for replacing the integrand with 0 on SQ. Hence it suffices to show
Fix x cz B. It suffices to assume x = 0 cz R" and that \f/ projects B orthogonally onto a neighborhood of the origin in 70(3ß) (every x cz 3ß has a neighborhood Bx which is diffeomorphic to a neighborhood of the origin in 7^(9ß) via orthogonal projection; pick a finite subcover and proceed as before).
For all h cz 70(3ß) with h sufficiently small, h is in the image of \¡/ and one can define kh = x(h). By Taylor Thus the above integral is < 2ôe2 sup U^A f du1 ■■■ du"'1
where M = sup<f)(A,)|í/<í>~1(.)|volR*-i(<f>(#)) (by the compactness of ß one can guarantee this is finite). Thus it is established that for any 8 > 0 there is an es such that for all e < efi, vo1(5ea70)/e2 < 28M. As before, the index t will be dropped. 3. tr(7am) in the matrix case. In this section k will be matrix valued. The notation / * g will denote the convolution of/and g: f*g(x) = f f(x-y)g(y)dy.
Note that (1.3) together with the assumption a cz Lx implies (A) f\x\ \k(x)\ dx < oo which in turn implies (\x\ \k(x)\2 dx < oo, so the hypotheses of [7] are satisfied; (B)/|x|2|/c(x)|2i/x < oo.
The following two lemmas will be needed. (ii) the same estimate holds with \x\ replaced by \x\2 on both sides.
2(m-2)
The proof is deferred to the end of the section. An easy consequence of Lemma 3.1 is to the integrand of (1.4) and using the fact that with error o(a"~2) and it follows that Note that if a ± is defined by (3.1) then -(n«(a)")V(z)(nm-"(a)',)V(-z)./7í/zí¿4.
The result is now immediate from the general formula fkx(z)k2(-z) dz = -JL-jtMfcit) dt
Proof of Lemma 3.1. The proof of (i) is given, the proof of (ii) being essentially the same. f\x\(\kri\x))2dx
The terms in the integrand are all scalar valued and so commute. (n)(log(l-a/X))" = -aV(X-a).
Since spec radius (7a) «g ||7J| < \\k\\x, F is analytic on spec(7a) for all a. Let y(t) cz C be a circle of radius greater than ||fc||i centered at the origin and contained in the domain of analyticity of F. Then 
First using (3.2) and comparing the expression for a, in (3.4) and (3.8) and then using (3.3) gives, for all a > 1, where the t, are an orthonormal basis for the tangent space to M at x, vv denotes covariant differentiation in the direction of v, and the brackets denote the ordinary R" inner product. To prove this note £<VT/*, t,> = L<VTi<A-, nx)nx, rt) + £<VT Xt, r,). /' / i
The integral over M of the second term is zero by the divergence theorem (see [4, pp. 188 and 193] ) and the first term equals 
